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Presents a method manual that addresses manuscript structure and content material, writing
design, grammar, quotations, tables, footnotes, results display, and supply citation for
psychological and sociable sciences literature.
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NOT the correct mannual I purchased this from MagicBook1234... It does the work, just desire it
came within an online or e-book format! You won't be let down by any means... I have grown to
appreciate it's simplistic method of the APA basics . As of 2018.A whole lot of what this book
has, and more, are available on "Purdue dot edu" free of charge. Glaring problems are
throughout. I possibly could continue. And, it's comprehensive aswell.08 states "only what
needs to be said". This section starts with a lower case and it is not really a complete
sentence!The primary benefit I see for owning this book is that it includes many excerpts of
sample papers and reference pages. There are level 2 headings not really bolded when the
majority are. Ex: on page 67 of the spiral book: First sentence says "mtending" rather than
intending. Great product! Everything you could ever have to know is protected in this manual
which is certainly written and released by the American Emotional Association, which may be
the association who units out the rules for writing APA design papers. We am giving the reduced
star quantity because I believe I was sent a knock-off of the real thing. Although it was fresh and
packaged, the moment I pulled off the wrapping I noticed it acquired a horrid smell. I figure I'll try
to obtain the binding cut and have it spiral bound rather, but needing to do this actually sucks.
But it's terrible! Then I began reading it. The web pages were faded in a few spots, and there are
very bad spelling mistakes throughout what I've read so much. There are a lot more errors, I am
simply posting a few.. I had to visit my college bookstore and purchase a copy from them, and I
compared the true one with whatever the heck was delivered to me. I am returning it instantly. It
appears like most people are obtaining the real offer, but do remember that there are bad copies
on offer as well.I simply wished to add that I am not talking about the mistakes that
accompanied the first printing, this is supposedly a 7th printing with the "errors" fixed. This is a
publication that had obviously been badly re-typed by somebody, as is seen in the pics I
included.• side note, this is the most up-to-time American Psychological Association guideline
book for writing APA style papers. Lots of stuff about publication...could be more than you are
considering in an APA instruction for college papers. It's pretty comprehensive...includes a large
amount of stuff about publication...and publishing...as well as the usual APA punctuation and
grammar rules for the design.If your an undergrad student. Owning this reserve will ensure that
you do not have queries on paper create, paper critique, and the all-important resources
layout..this manual could be more than you're looking for when it comes to writing college
papers. Perhaps a first run or someone horribly plagiarized the book. Same pg 1st sentence
under section 3.If you're searching for a quick reference. I am attaching pics showing how bad it
is...after that I started working on my paper and found GLARING issues with the spiral copy of
the manual I received. As expected..I would recommend APA: The Easy Way by Houghton and
Houghton.perhaps which should have already been my first clue. I'm focusing on my master's
level in Library and Info Science and APA may be the preferred design for my system. I was
required to purchase this manual for just one of my intro classes and needed to cite it for
assignments, otherwise I think I could likely have done without it. So, in case you are like me
and you are one of the people that desire to make certain that every APA paper that you create
is 100% correct you then have to own this reserve and use it to its fullest. While this book can be
well formatted and obviously written, it really is simply much easier and faster to find a internet
site for answers to many formatting questions. Page 68 says "10-year-olc*" instead of 10-year-
aged. Many APA formatting samples are available online, but having this publication to refer to
eliminates any question about the correct formatting. Besides that I don't visit a lot of
advantages to owning this book, other than that it will go into greater detail about style
guidelines than online sources. My biggest wish has been that the APA would publish a



searchable version of their guide online; I'd happily pay good money for the convenience!Hope
this helped. Even more handy than I expected. Highly recommended for college learners. This is
what I consider to be the "bible" of APA style writing. If you are a college student that is going to
be writing APA design papers or you're somebody who will be writing APA design papers this is
the book that you should have. Beware of knock-offs!. Associated with that there are many free
of charge online resources for APA style guidelines, the best becoming the Purdue OWL
website. However, I purchased from them because they had the very best price and the
testimonials for the seller seemed to be great. Also, I wanted to mention that you cannot beat
the price because of this book in hardcover! This is a counterfeit item IMO.There is no way this
is actually the approved manual. Shoddy assembly The item is as described and I'd give it a five
but the quality of the book is terrible. I simply got it today, opened up it up to utilize it for the very
first time, and in under 5 minutes the binding broke open up. great product Must have for
college students! I've under no circumstances smelled anything enjoy it, so it's hard to spell it
out. I hadn't also tried to open it smooth, and it still just broke open. Any quantity of use and the
webpages will be everywhere. Helps a lot Great if you want tocite properly As described As
described GREAT This book doesn't have how to cite APA with an increase of modern sources
though it has been extremely helpful in leading me down the right path while writing papers for
nursing school! Be mindful when purchasing. I'm including pics. It is extremely helpful when
writing papers in APA design. Valuable Treasure I am damn sure well you don't have to explain
at length, but what you should know, is all there. NURSING STUDENT MUST Saves my research
Five Stars Worked very well for my classes
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